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Overview:

To catch up with the ever-increasing communication needs, the past decades have witnessed a fast development in computer networks, in both core networks and access networks. Recently, a diversity of next-generation networking technologies, such as software-defined networking (SDN), network function virtualization (NFV) and cloud-radio access networks (C-RAN) have been proposed. Owing to the programmability and flexibility provided by these advanced technologies, various network elements and resources can be efficiently well scheduled to satisfy different communication needs. For example, by decoupling the control plane and data plane via SDN, network administrators can easily manage the flow routing as well as other in-network packet processing by setting appropriate rules on the routers. With centralizing baseband processing in C-RAN, cooperative spectrum allocation and sharing can be allowed among different users. In addition, flexible deployment of virtual network functions can be enabled by NFV.

However, by adopting these technologies, there are a lot of critical issues with respect to the collaboration happening between the network elements and various resources (e.g., computation resources, storage resources and energy resources). For instance, considering the coexistence of multiple heterogeneous radio access technologies (RATs), how these RATs cooperate with each other to promote each network's efficiency should be seriously studied. Furthermore, taking into account the deployment decision for big data processing, it shall be carefully considered in conjunction with the storage resource and computation resource allocation to handle big data efficiently. Therefore, it is significant to investigate the collaboration issue in next generation networks.

Topics

This special issue is to provide a forum for researchers from both academia and industry to share their latest achievements regarding collaboration in the next generation networks. This special issue invites original manuscripts with special focuses on the following topics, but not limited to:

- Future generation network architecture design
- Software-define networking
- Future generation network implementation and testing
- Cloud-radio access networks
- Network performance analysis
- Internet-of-things
- Network modeling, analysis and optimization
- Network function virtualization
- Access network optimization
- Cloud resource allocation and management for big data
- Network security, privacy and trust
- Heterogeneous radio access technologies
- Mobile offloading

**Important Dates (Please kindly check the deadlines)**

- Manuscript submission deadline: 1 Jan 2018
- Notification of acceptance: 1 Mar 2018
- Submission of final revised paper: May 2018
- Publication of special issue (tentative): July 2018

**Submission Procedure**

This MONET Special Issue will publish XX selected high-quality extended papers from CollaborateCom 2017 (http://collaboratecom.org/2017/show/home) and from the open call-for-papers.

Authors should follow the MONET Journal manuscript format described at the journal site. Manuscripts should be submitted on-line through http://www.editorialmanager.com/mone/.

A copy of the manuscript should also be emailed to the Guest Editors at the following email address(es): zhangbing.zhou@gmail.com, hara@ist.osaka-u.ac.jp, yzhang@lincoln.ac.uk, dazzae@gmail.com, chunsheng.tom.zhu@gmail.com

**Guest Editors:**

Zhangbing Zhou, China University of Geosciences (Beijing), China & TELECOM SudParis, France
Takahiro Hara, Osaka University, Japan
Yu Zhang, University of Lincoln, UK
Deze Zeng, China University of Geosciences (Wuhan), China
Chunsheng Zhu, The University of British Columbia, Canada
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